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A CORPORATION 1 S PURCHASE OF ITS 0\'>IN SHARES 

The Rationale of The Rule in Trevor v. Whi·tworth
1 

Any examination of the concept of a corporation pur

chasing its own shares mus·t begin with an examination of the 

rule of English comm.o n law laid down by the House of Lords in 

Trevor v. Whitworth prohibiting such a purchase. In that case 

a company , whose objects were to carry on a flannel manufac

turing business and any other business and transactions which 

the company might consider to be in any way conducive or 

auxiliary thereto, had in its articles a provision empowering 

it to utilize its funds to purchase i·ts m,m shares. The com

pany having gone into liquidation, a former shareholder made 

a claim against the liquidator for the balance of the purcha.se 

price of the company 's shares sold by him to ·the company 

before the liquidation. 

The House of Lords
2 

held that the compan y had no 

power to purchase its own shares and that that portion of 

the purchase price already paid by the company had ·to be 

returned. The purchase transaction was held void on two 

grounds: 

1) the narrower g-round .that the. gbjects of 
the company as provided by its me moran
dum did not include the power to purchase 
the company's own shares and the trans
action was therefore ultra vires, and 

2) even if the purchase was intra vires 

1 

the company , such a power is void as 
being contrary to both the provisions 3 
and the principles of the Companies Act. 

(18 8 7) 12 A.C. 409 (House of Lords). 

2
comprising Lords Herschell, Watson, Fitzgerald and 

Macnaghten. 

3
The Companies Act (U. K.), 18 77. 



2 

An examination of the judgments in Trevor v. 

t-1/hi tworth and the later cases which followed or considere d it 

discloses that the principle rationale fo:ee the rule prohibi ·t

ing a corporation1s purchase of its own share s is the 

protection of the creditors of the corporation wh o are 

entitled to rely on its paid-up capital as a source of funds 

to which they can look for payment. The capital of a corpora

tion may be diminished or lost by expenditures made in the 

cause of carrying on its business and this is a risk that 

both shareholders and creditors must bear, but it would be 

prejudicial to creditors and their protection would be 

illusory if the company's assets could be freely distributed 

to its members. Lord Herschell stated:
4 

What is the meaning of the distinction 
thus drawn between a company without limit 
on the liability of its members and a com
pany where the liability is limited, but, 
in the latter case, to assure that those 
dealing with the company that the whole 
of the subscribed c�pital, unless diminished 
by expenditure upon the objects defined by 
the memorandum, shall remain available for 
the discharge of its liabilities? The capi
tal may, no doubt, be diminished by e xpendi
ture upon and reasonably incidental to all of 
the objects specified. A part of it may be 
lost in carrying on the business operations 
authorized. Of this all persons trusting 
the company are aware, and take the risk. 
But I think they have a right to rely, and 
were intended by the Legislature to have a 
right to rely, on the capital remaining 
undiminished by any expenditure outside 
these limits, or by the return of any part 
of it to the shareholders. 

5 
Lord Macnaghten stated: 

4
Trevor v. VJhitworth (1887) 12 l\. C. 409 at 4.15. 

5
rd . at 432. 



The third point is one of general 
importance. I t  raises the question 
whether it is competent for a company . . . , 
on the principle of limited liability, 
to purchase its own shares when it is 
authorized by its articles to do so. 
The consideration of that question, as 
it appears to me, necessarily involves 
the broader question whether it is com
petent for a limited company under any 
circumstances to invest any portion of 
its capital in the purchase of a share 
of its own capital stock, or to return 
any portion of its capital to any share
holder without following the course 
which Parliament has prescribed. 

And further:
6 

" ... they cannot draw on a fund in which 
others as well as themselves are inter
ested. That, I think, is the law, and 
that is the good sense of the matter. 11 

I t  is clear therefore that the thrust of the rule 

in Trevor v. Whitworth is that as a consequence of being 

able to operate under the privilege of limited liability, 

the corporation is under no obligation to return any of its 

paid-up capital to its shareholders during its existence,
7 

nor can it legally do so otherwise than as provided by the 

statute to which it owes its existence.
8 

To the cred�tors 

6 
I d. at 4 36. 

7
campbell v. Prudential Trust Company Limited and 

Superintendent of Brokers [1944] 3 W. W. R. 456 (B. C. C.A.). 
-

8
For Alber"ca companies, in accordance with the 

procedures and for ·the purpose set out in sec·tion s 38 t::.o ·11 
of the Companies Act, R.S. A. 1970, c. 60. 

3 



of a corporation, for whose benefit the rule was primarily 

established, the object or purpose for which a corporation 

has purchased its own shares makes no difference. The 

result to them is the same, namely that the shareholders 

receive back the monies subscribed and there passes into 

4 

their pockets what before existed in the form of cash, or of 

buildin gs, machinery or other assets available to meet his 

demands. The rule applies even where the company is expressly 

empowered by its articles to purchase its own shares, such 

a provision being void
9 

since "neither the memorandum n or 

the articles can confer·greater powers than the Act under 

which the company is incorporated. "
10 

.r.1ore importantly, 

the prohibition has been held to apply regardless of whether 

the company is solven t at the time of the_purchase of its 

own shares, with the result that creditors may not be pre

judiced, on the basis that where a statute "sanctions the 

doing of a thing under certain conditions, it must be taken 

that the thing is prohibited unless the prescribed con ditions 

and restrictions are observed. "
ll 

(Regina) 

9
Trevor v. Whitworth; Re Fish and Game League 

(1967) 630 D. L. R. (2d) 47 (Sask. Q. B.). 

10
Per Clarry, M.C. in Inre The Walbridge Grain 

Company Ltd. [1918] 2 W.W.R. 8 8 6  (Alta. S.C.) , affirmed 
[1918] 2 W.W. R. 8 90 (Alta. S.C.A.D. ) .  Article 6 of Table 
A of the Companies Act provides: "6. No part of the funds 
of +-_he Company shall be employed in the purchase of, or in 
loans upon the security of, the Compan y's shares. " 

11
Trevor v. Whitvmrth (18 8 7) 12 A. C. 409 at 437 

(per Lord Macn aghten) .  It is interesting, howeve r, to note 
the reluctance following the rule in such a si ·t:uation evi
den ced by the statement of Hyn dman , J . .in In Re The Walbridge 
Grain Company L·td. , supra, n. 8 at 8 92: I!As the parties 

-

affected were acting in the utmost good faith and all the 
debts of the company were fully paid it is with some reluc� 
tance that I dismiss the appeal!" 



5 

In addition to the protection of creditors, Lord 

Macnaghten provided a subsidiary reason for the prohibition 

against a corporation purchasing its own shares in an swering 

the argumen ·t that the power to purchase shares might be 

validly exercised as an incident of domestic managemen t to 

buy out shareholders whose continuance was un desirable:
12 

Is it possible to suggest anything 
more dangerous to the welfare of compan ies 
and to the security of their creditors 
than such a doctrine? Who are the share
holders whose continuance in a company 
the company or its executive consider 
undesirable? Why, shareholders who quar
rel with the policy of the board, an d 
wish to turn the directors out; share
holders who ask questions which it may 
not be con venient to answer; shareholders 
\vho want information which the directors 
think it prudent to withhold. Can it be 
contended that when the policy of direc
tors is assailed, they may spend the 
capital of the company in keeping them
selves in power, or in purchasing the 
retirement of inquisitive and trouble
some critics? 

Thus, the rule in Trevor v. Whitworth also provides 

a basis for protection of the shareholders of a company it

self, especially those in a minority position , since the 

prohibition of c: company's purchase of its own shares pre

vents the directors from authorizing a purchase in ord2r ·to 

maintain control, remove a troublesome shareholder, restrict 

mb h . . h 13 
t' . d . , b me ers lp ln t_ e company, or o nenvlse re ucc· captta..L .. y 

the issue of fully paid-up shares at a discount to certain 

( 2d) 

12
Trevor v. Whitwortn (1887) 12 S.C. 409 at t±J;;. 

13Re Fish and Game League (Regin<l) 
471 (Sask. Q. B. ). 

·------ (196?) ] D.L.R, 



shareholders,
14 

or the release of certain shareholders from 

their liability for uncalled capital. 

6 

Gower
1S 

provides that a corporation1s purchase of 

its own shares is dangerous, not only because it migh·t result 

in a reduction of the capital yardstick of the corporation to 

the detriment of creditors, but also because, if the company 

paid more than the true worth of the shares, it would dilute 

the value of the remainder, while if it paid too little it 

would increase the value of the remainder and might be used 

by the directors to enhance their own holdings. Moreover 

such purchases might be used by the directors to maintain 

themselves in control, for example, by using the company's 

funds to purchase its own shares on the market in an effort 

to frustrate a potential take-over bid. 

Charlesworth's
16 

provides that the capital of a 

company may be lost or diminished according to the fluctua·· 

tions of the business, but o·therwise it cannot be n::duced 

without the sanction of the court. The object is tl.vofold···-

( l) to protect persons dealing with the company, so that 

the fund available for satisfying their claims shall not 

be diminished except by ordinary business risks; and (2) 

to ensure that ·the reduction is equitable as between Jche 

shax:-eholders of the company. I!l effec·t, the prohibi tioa 

prevents the possibility of the directors of a compan·; from 

showing a preference to one shareholder or group of share

holders (which may or may not include one or more of the 

directors themselves) by having the company purchase Oilly 

their shares. 

14 
l d . . f d. - .. Oregum Go_ Mlnlng Co. o In lu L�a. v. Raper 

[ 189 2] A. C. 12 5 (IL L.) ; the issuance of fully IJaid·-up shares 
at a discount is prohibi ·ted in Alberta under t.ne Compa;1 
Act, R. S . A. 19 7 0 , c. 6 0 , s . 114 ( 2) . 

15 - . . . .  , Gm1cr, L.C.B., The Prlnclples of jVtouern Company 
iJaw, (3d. ed.), London, Stevens & Sons-;(i969) ___ at ll2�------

16
_9harlesworth's Compa:� Lav•7 (9th cd,) ccli.tc:ci 

�. L. Cai�; �on don, Stevens & Sons, (1968) at 141. 



7 
17 

'd h t . Gore-Browne provl es t a the rule 1n Trevor v. 

·Hhi tworth has the dual purpose of maintenance of capital for 

the protection of creditors &nd prevention of the directors 

strengthening their position in the company through their 

use of voting rights attached to shares purchased and held 

by the company. Pennington
18 

adds that the rule preventing 

a corporation from purchasing its own shares is part of the 

larger rule preventing an unauthorized reduction of the 

issued capital of a corporation which is designed to ensure 

that creditors are not defrauded by the company 1 s asse·ts 

being distributed amongst its shareholders, 

or by the company releasing its 

shareholders (often including the directors) from liabili·ty 

for uncalled capital, and to ensure that any reduction of 

capital is fair as between different classes of members of 

the corporation. 

Gower
19 

states that it was early recognized that 

the rigid application of this common la\v principle might be 

unduly stric·t. In particular, if a company had consistently 

made losses so that its net worth was hopelessly below ·the 

figure fixed by its capital, little purpose was served by 

maintaining the capital y ardstick at its original figure--a 

figure no longer represented by assets to which creditors 

could look for pay ment. This was, however, very different 

from a repay ment of the company's assets to its members in 

return for their shares, but even the latter might sometimes 

be for a legitimate business reason .  If the company curtailed 

its activities so that its net assets were greater than it 

needed or could profitably employ, then, provided that 

17
Gore-Browne on Companies (42d. ed. ) edited by 

A. J. Boyle, London, Jordan & Sons, (1972) at 278. 

18
Pennington, R. , gompanv Law (3d. ed.), London, 

But·terworth's, (1973) at 16 0. 

19
supra, n .  15 at 111-112. 



creditors were provided for, it 'i·las pointless to refuse to 

allow it to make a repay ment to its members in reduction of 

the. i...;sued capital. Thus the strict application of the 

common law rule '�tlas altered by statute which provided that 

issued capital might be reduced subject to certain safe-

8 

guards and to the consent 

38 to 41 of the Companies 

its share capital for the 

of the court. In Alberta, sections 
20 

Act allow a company to reduce 

following purposes:
21 

38. (1) A company having a share capital 
by special resolution confirmed by an 
order of the court, 

(b) may alter its memorandum so as to 
reduce its share capital in any way, 
and without prejudice to the gener
ality of the foregoing power may 
modify or alter its memorandum so as 
to 

(i) extinguish or reduce the liab
ility on any of its shares in 
respect of share capital not 
paid up, or 

(ii) either with or without extin
guishing or reducing liability 
on any of its shares, cancel 
any paid-up share capital that 
is lost or unrepres�nted by 
available assets, or 

(�ii) either with or without extin
guishing or reducing liability 
on any of its shares, pay off 
any paid-up share capital that 
is in excess of the wants of 
the company . 

20R.S.A. 1970, c. GO. 

21 
Para. 38 (1) (b) . 



The prohibition against a company purchasing its 

own shares is primarily based on the prejudice to creditors 

that arises because such a purchase involves the paying 

out of assets (in the form of cash or otherwise) of the 

company to its members. Thus, where a company receives its 

own fully paid-up shares in a transaction which does not 

require the company to pay any assets to the shareholder, 

the transaction will not be void since i·t does not involve 

an unathorized reduction of share capital. 

9 

For example, an exchange of fully paid-up shares f or 

others of a like par value
22 

or a surrender of fully paid-up 

shares does not constitute a violation of the rule. 

Zwicker v. Stanbury, Cartwright, J. (as he then was) 

Such surrender is in no sense a purchase 
by the Company of its own shares as it 
involves neither payment by the Company 
nor (the shares being fully paid up) the 
release by the Company of any liabili·ty 
to it. No reduction in capital is brought 
about as the company parts with nothing 
and its authorized capital will remain 
unaltered, although the nunilier of issued 
shares will be reduced and the number of 
unissued shares will be correspondingly 
increased. 

In 

stated:
23 

24 25 
A shareholder may bequeath or transfer fully 

paid-up shares to the company or to a trustee for the 

company, provided that the company provides no con sideration 

for such bequeath or transfer. 

22
Rowell v. John Rowell & Sons Ltd. [1912] 2 Ch. 609. 

23
[1954] 1 D. L. R. 257 (S. C. C. ) at 270-271. 

24
�e castiglione's Will Trusts [ 19 5 8 ] Ch . 5 4 9 . 

25
Kirby v. Wilkins [1929] 2 Ch. 444; Moore v. 

Northwood (196 0) 22 D. L. R. (2d) 6 98 (r·1an. C. A. ) -.-·-



A surrender or f orf eiture of partly-paid shares 

presents a diff erent situation since presumably the resul.t 

10 

of such surrender or forf eiture is to release the shareholder 

from any f urther liability with respect to the snares, thereby 

constituting a reduction of capital. The Law Lords in Trevor 

v. �-�hi tworth did not make a distinction as to whe·ther the 

shares surrendered or f orf eited were f ully paid up or not in 

stating that any f orf eiture or surrender is not prohibited 

since it did not require the corporation to pay out any assets 

. f 
, . 26 27 

l . ln return or tne snares. Gower exp alns that Trevor v. 

�'Vhitworth stands f or the proposition that a company may 

accept a surrender of partly paid shares to avoid the f orm-

1. . f f f . 2 8 29 . d h a 1t1es o or e1ture. Gore-Browne prov1 es t at Court 

confirmation of a reduction of capital under section 66 of 

the English Companies Act, 1948 is not required where a 

company has an express power in its articles to accept for-· 

f . . d ' , . . 1 . . 
30 

h e1�e snares ana eltner cance or relssue them. T e 

rationale f or such a provision is based on the premise that 

creditors who grant credit to a corporation are not prejudiced 

if they are cognizant of the f act that a portion of the issued 

capital is not f ully paid and the corporation has the power 

in its articles to accept a f orfeiture of shares not f ully 

paid-�or, alternatively, that the creditors are only entitled 

26 
See1 f or example (18 8 7) 12 A. C. 409 a·t 417-418 

(per Lord Herschell) . 

2 7 
1- t 114 T' . . b . ., . Supra, n. � a . n1s lS su stantlatea 1n 

Bel1erby v. Rowland and Marwood's S.S. eo. Ltd. [1902] 2 en. 14. 

28
noubt as to the propriety of a general surrender 

of partly paid shares is also expressed by Cartwright, J. (as 
he then was) in Zwicker v. Stanbury [1954] 1 D.L.R. 257 at 271. 

29 1' 34-Supra, n. 4 at -�· 

30 . . . . h lb Such expres s provlslons exlst ln t e A erta 
Companies Act, R.S.P. . . 19 70, c. 60, Table A, arL 21-26. 



to rely on the paid-up capital of the company as a source 

to look to for payment of their claims.
31 

11 

The rule in Trevor v. Whit\vorth has also been held 

not to apply where shares issued by a corporation in return 

for an asset are returned and cancelled where the asset 

proves to be worthless to the corporation and the transf eror 
. '11' k . b k 

32 . . . 
lS Wl 1ng to ta e 1t ac . Such.propos1t1on was aga1n 

based on the principle that the transaction whereby the 

company received its own shares did not involve the paying 

out of any of its assets since the asset re-transferred was 

worthless to the corporation. The proposition espoused by 

Nacdonald, J. A., however, presents an interesting restric

tion of the application of the coiDt-non law rule:
33 

If, on the other hand, it is insisted 
that some value must be given to this 
asset, and if to the extent of that 
value the capital was incidentally dim
inished, it still does not follow that 
the transaction is void [under the rule 
in Trevor v. Whitworth] . Each case must 
be decided on its own facts and I appre
hend ·that the dimunition in capital must 
not be fanciful or theoretical, but 
actual and substantial, before the trans
action can be successfully attacked. 

31
Paragraph 36 (1) (3) of the Companies Act, R. S .l\. 

1970, c. 60 effectively provides that a company can only 
accept a surrender of full paid-up shares by way of gift 
and then only if its articles so provide. The problems 
raised by the concept of partly paid shares are beyond the 
scope of this paper and a discussion of such would bear 
little relevance in light of the Committee's decision to 
remove the concept from Albert a  company law. 

32
British Columbia Red Cedar Shingle Co. Ltd. v. 

St.oltzc Manufact uring Co. L·td. [1932] l V'L\'v.R. 164 (B.
""
C.G.Ap). 

33
rd. a·t 172-173. See also on a similar 

the earlier case of �vheeler and Wilson Manufact.ur . _ 
(1885) 6 O.R. 421. 

-----------�--
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The prohibition against a corporation purchasing 

its own shares has been held, in Canada, not to apply to the 

provision of fin�ncial assistance by the corpor. tion for the 

h f . . 34 
. h 1 . R , pure ase o 1 ts own snares. In Mt. Vlew C aro als anc11 

Ltd. ; Lynch v. Haverland, Prouse, J. A. , after reviewing 

the decisions of the various Law Lords in Trevor v. Whi·titmrth, 
35 

stated: 

It will be noted that in the above 
judgments a distinction was drawn between 
the impairment of the capital structure of 
a company that flows from a purchase of 
its mvn shares and the impairment of the 
financial position of a company when it 
enters into a transaction reasonably in
cidental to its objects which turns out 
unfavourably from the company's point of 
view. In other words the basic objec·tion 
to a purchase by a company of its own 
shares \vas that it effected a reduction 
of cap�tal in a manner not authorized by 
the Cornpanies Act. 

I have considered a number of cases 
in which Trevor v. Hhitworth has been 
considered as applied and they dealt 
generally with the extension of the prin
ciple therein enunciated to cases dealing 
with forfeiture of shares other than in 
accordance with the statutory requirements, 
sellin g of shares at a discoun t and like 
transactions that effected a reduction of 
capital of the company. 

34 
Hughes v. The Northern Electric and Manufactur 

Company (1914) 50 S. C. R. 626; Mt. View Charolais Ranch Ltd�� 
�nch v. Haverland [1974] 2 W. \'J. R. 28 9 (Alta. S�C. A.D.) ; buL 
_s::ontra f>iurray and Murray v. C. Id. Boon & Company Ltd. [1974] 
2 W. W. R. 620 (Alt a. D. C.) . Section 14 of the Alberta Com
panies Act, however, prohibits a public company f rom provid
ing such assistance. In England, section 54 of the Companies 
Ac·t, 19 4 8 purports to prohibit all companies from providi nq 
financial assistance. It has been criticized as having 
prejudiced the innocent but failing to deter the guilty. 

35 [lo�;;) 2 -7 '1 R 2"9 (" lt S C 1'' D ) -'-- ?0' '">0'7 ../ I ·:= Vv • v\ • • b .t"l. a . . . ."l." • a L ·- ;:;J t} "· .- • 
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Berner
36 

suggests that there has been an increasing 

tendency of the courts to restrict the effect of the well

established rule in Trevor v. Whitworth and cites Mt. View 

Charolais Ranch Ltd; Lynch v. Haverland as an example. 

The Jenkins Conrnittee provided:
37 

"We do not think that the practice vvhereby 
a company provides financial assistance 
for the acquisition of its own shares neces
sarily offends against the rule that a 
limited company may not buy its own shares 
... The reason why a limited company may 
not buy its own shares is that in doing 
so it would part outright with the con
sideration for the purchase and thereby 
reduce its capital. A company which 
lends money to a person to buy its shares 
simply changes the form of its assets and 
if the borrower is able to repay the loan 
the company's capital remains intact. 11 

They accordingly suggested that the provision of 

financial assistance should be permissible if the transaction 

vlas approved by a special resolution of the company and a 

declaration of the company's solvency after the transaction 

made and filed by the directors. They pointed out that 

these requirements would effectively prevent ·the possible 

prejudice of minority shareholders and creditors.
38 

Gower
39 

submits that the provision by a company 

of financial assistance for the purchase or subscription 

of its shares is objectionable. He states that the common 

36
Berner, S. H., "Annual Survey of Canadian Law: 

Corporation Law", [1975] 7 Ottawa L.R. 153 at 161. 

37 
1962, Cmmd. 1749, para. 173. 

38 
Id. at paras. 177-18 6. 

39
supra, n. 15 at 113. 
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practice of a take-over bidder to buy the shares in a company 

with large liquid assets and then using those assets to re

coup the bridging loan he raised to initially pay for the 

shares can be prejudicial to both creditors and minority 

shareholders. He approves of the safeguards recommended by 

the Jenkins Committee but notes that as yet they have not 

been implemented. 

Tne strict rule in Trevor v. Hhitworthr namely 

that a company cannot purchase its own shares, has been 

relaxed to some extent by the provisions of the Alberta 

C 
. 40 

ompan1es Act: 

( 1) As previously discussed, a company may 

purchase its own shares and thereby 

effect a reduction of share capital in 

accordance with the r�quirements and 

procedures set out in sections 38 to 41; 

(2) the redemption of preference shares pur

suant to section 70; and 

(3) the redemption of mutual fund shares 

pursuant to section 71. 

Section 69(1) allows a company �o issue preferred 

shares expressly created as redeemable. The dangers of 

redemption, in effect a purchase by the company of its ovm 

shares since their value is unlikely to fluctuate much and 

they normally do not carry voting rights. Section 78 pro

vides the requirements of their redemption and ensures Lhat 

the capital yardstick is not reduced. They co.n be redeemed 

when fully paid
41 

and only out of the proceeds of a fresh 

40 
- R. S.A. 1970, c. 60. 

41
section 79 (2). 
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issue, in which case the capital of the new shares will 

replace the capital of those redeemed, or out of profits.
42 

In the latter eve'l.t an amount equivalent to the nominal 
43 

amount of the shares redeemed must be transferred to the 

"capital redemption reserve fund11 and this has to be treated 

as if it were paid-up capital of the company.
44 

Hence1 

although the shares redeemed disappear, the paid-up capital 

which they represent is retained for accounting purposes and 

there is no reduction of the capital yardstick. 

Gower
45 

in discussing a similar provision in the 

English Companies Act, states: 

The section is a recognition that it is 
possible to allow companies to buy their 
own shares without opening the door to 
abuse. The Jenkins Committee46 considered 
whether, as in the U. S.A. , there should 
be a general power for companies to buy 
their own shares. Although they recog
nized that the needful safeguards could 
be provided and would not be unduly com
plicated, they rejected this idea largely 
because there was no demand for it. This 
illustration of the conservatism of the 
English legal and commercial world is 
regrettable, since such a power would 
undoubtedly be useful to private companies 
and to all companies wishing to introduce 
employee share-ownership schemes and 
would enable unit trusts to operate as 
companies instead of through the more 
complicated medium of a trust. 

42
section 70(1). 

43
A . bl , t' ' b . .  , d ny premlum paya e on reoemp lOll mus� 1e prov1ae 

out of profits or a share :premium account. 

44
section 70 (3). 

45
supra, n. 15 at 114 f rom where the text of the 

explanation of the section was adopted. 
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Section 71 provides for an express exception in 

the case of "mutual fund shares". These are shares issued 

by a company whose only undertaking is the business of 

investing the funds of the company.
47 

At the demand of the 

holder of such shares, the company shall accept a surrender 

of all of the shares or fractions or parts thereof as are 

fully paid and the price to be paid therefore may be paid 

out of the company's assets, including its capita1.
48 

Upon 

surrender, such shares are deemed to be no longer outstanding 

and cannot be reissued by the company.
49 

Summary and Conclusions 

It has been shown that a limited company ca:.-Lnot 

purchase or receive any of its own shares pursuant to any 

transaction where in return for the shares it has paid or 

agreed to pay out assets, either in the form of cash or in 

the form of other valuable assets, for such payment consti

tutes an unauthorized reduction· of the share capital of the 

company. Share capital can only be reduced in those restricted 

circumstances specifically provided for in the Alberta 

Companies Act. 

The prohibition of a corporation's purchase or 

receipt of its own shares so as to constitute an unauthorized 

reduction of share capital is designed: 

(1) for the protection of creditors who are 

entitled to rely on the maintenance of 

the paid-up capital of the company as a 

47
section 71(2). 

48
section 71 (4). 

49 
.�.- ·  71(-,) Sect-lon .) . 



source or guaranteed fund to look to for 

the payment of their claimsi 

(2) for the protection of both shareholders, 

especially those in the minority, and 

creditors by preventing the directors 

of a company from issuing fully paid-up 

shares at a discount, releasing certain 

shareholders from liability with respect 

to uncalled capital and for utilizing 

the corporation's fund to purchase its 

own shares in order to: 

(i) retain control of the corporation, 
for example, by frustrating a 
threatenened take-over bid, 

(ii) strengthen their own position in 
the corporation through their use 
of voting rights attached to the 
shares purchased and held by the 
company, 

(iii) d lute the value of the remainder 
of the shares by paying too high a 
price or those purchased or enhanc
ing the value of the remainder 
(including their own holdings) by 
paying too little, 

(iv) confer a preferential benefit on 
certain shareholders by having 
only their shares purchased or 
purchased at preferential prices, 

(v) remove any inquisitive or trouble
some sh areholder, 

17 



(vi) prevent the undermining of the 
cushion of protection created by 
dividends and capital in respect 
of preferred shareholders, 50 and 

(vii) prevent rash speculation in the 
market by the directors; Sl 

(3) for the protection of the investing public 

in general, as well as the smaller share

holders of large listed public companies, 

since there are obvious possibilities of 

manipulation of market prices. For example, 

insiders of such companies can cause the 

company to purchase its own shares on the 

market1 thereby raising the price1 and then 

sell their own shares at the higher price. 

Further, on the basis of "inside" informa

tion, the directors of the company would 

be in a position to take advantage of the 

uninformed seller when the company purchases 

his shares. Finally, the reacquisition of 

shares could give rise to deceptive account

ing practices where, for example, .the re

acquired shares are not cancelled and 

remain listed on the company's balance 

sheet as part of its issued capital. 

18 

In light of these protective reasons for the rule 

in Trevor v. Whitworth, it is submitted that any legislation 

intending to grant to corporations the power to purchase their 

own shares should be carefully measured in terms of its pre

ventative safeguards against such possible abuses. 

50
Howard, J. L. , '' The Proposals for a New Business 

Corporations Act for Canada: Concepts and Policies'', 1972 
L.S. V.C. 17 at 4 3. 

Slid. 


